ABSTRACT: The collection of terrestrial slugs of the Museum of Natural History, Wroc³aw University, comprises 69 descriptive types as well as material representing 172 species mainly from the Northern Hemisphere.
INTRODUCTION
The Museum of Natural History was established in 1814 along with the University of Wroc³aw then coming into existence. Its original name was Zoological Museum, and precisely "Zoologisches Museum" as it was German. By the mid-20th century the Museum had housed shells both of land and marine snails, but slug specimens had been lacking. In 1962, with the employment of ANDRZEJ WIKTOR, the Museum's malacological collection got enriched with his private collection of gastropods, including slugs, which had been being built for 10 years then. These specimens are labelled as "The collection of Andrzej Wiktor", and their considerable part is composed of slugs from the Polish territory. Since A. WIKTOR started to specialise in slugs (until recently named Gastropoda terrestria nuda), the collection of these invertebrates has been incessantly expanding; the material was mostly collected personally by the senior author during his field research in Poland, Bulgaria, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia, Serbia, Greece, Spain, the Caucasus, Turkey, the Canary Isl., Tadzhikistan, China, Tibet and Papua-New Guinea. Also other malacologists, particularly Prof. Dr. habil. ADOLF RIEDEL from Warsaw, contributed to the enlargement of the collection, acquiring slugs specially for this purpose in different parts of the globe. Some of the Bulgarian materials come from the collection of the late Prof. Dr. habil. JAROS£AW URBAÑSKI, Poznañ, and were offered as a gift by the family of this researcher after his death. In the last half a century, the Museum's malacological section gained abundant materials left by Master's and doctor's students, and also specimens collcted occasionally by the employees of this institution. Donations of colleagues, especially A. WIKTOR's co-authors, as well as of private collectors or museums that the author of the present paper identified slugs for, constitute an important part of the Polish collection. These gifts include a series of specimens from the territory of the former USSR which were presented by Prof. I. M. LIKHAREV from Sankt Petersburg.
At present the whole collection of slugs is ordered and nearly all specimens determined. There are, however, rather few specimens, mainly from Poland, without identification labels, which could be used in further research.
The majority of the material is kept in jars, the specimens preserved in 70-75% ethyl alcohol. They are arranged according to families and genera, and within them -alphabetically according to specific names. Types of all categories are excluded from this section of the collection and kept separately in an in-dividual cabinet (along with the type specimens of other animals). A list of types has already partly been published (JADWIGA WIKTOR 1992) . At present the collection holds 66 types of slugs.
The whole slug collection comprises 520 jars. The total number of specimens is only roughly estimated, and it is about 43,500.
The specification below provides detailed data on the locality only for the types. In the case of other material, exclusively for better orientation, the country or geographical region of origin of the particular samples are mentioned.
The list of references includes only the papers that are the sources of descriptions of new species, revisions, monographs and larger publications for which the collection concerned constituted voucher material.
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